Two Workshops by Rajiv Malhotra
Do you want to:
99 Understand how and why most Hindus today are colonized about who they
are and about their own traditions?
99 Decolonize your mind by unlearning incorrect views concerning our heritage?
99 Learn what Hinduism can offer for the future of India and all of humanity?
99 Protect your family from being digested by other cultures?
99 Learn what it takes to become an effective Hindu leader?

FWroerkesh*ops

Decolonizing the Hindu Mind
by Rajiv Malhotra
Rajiv Malhotra is an Indian–American intellectual with an interest on fostering a better understanding of the dharma religious traditions of India (most notably Hinduism and Buddhism) in the
US and India. More information can be found at: www.RajivMalhotra.com

These workshops are designed for people who realize that Hinduism is being undermined in mainstream intellectual channels (media, academia, etc.) and for those who want to prepare themselves to represent Dharma with confidence and pride. Each day will consist of four
sessions conducted by Rajiv Malhotra followed by extensive Q&A. You are invited to register for one or both workshops.

DATES &
LOCATIONS

at

SSVT and UHJT/Rajdhani Mandir Proudly Present

Saturday, 18 October, 2014 - 9 am to 3 pm
»» Rajdhani Mandir
»» 4525 Pleasant Valley Rd, Chantilly, VA 20151
»» 703.378.8401
»» MAP

Sunday, 19 October, 2014 - 9 am to 3 pm
»» SSVT
»» 6905 Cipriano Rd, Lanham MD 20706
»» 301.552.3335
»» MAP

Workshop 1: The essence of Rajiv Malhotra’s work -- a
summary of his four major books

Workshop 2: Decolonization of the Hindu Mindset

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Invading the Sacred
Breaking India
Being Different
Indra’s Net
How to be an intellectual kshatriya

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Essentials of Hinduism
Practicing Hinduism in everyday life
Controversies and debate topics on Hinduism
Major intellectual battlefields
Being an effective Hindu leader

An opportunity for an informal chat with and book signing by Rajiv Ji will be available at the conclusion of both workshops.

*Registration is Required. Cut-off date: October 10
Register at: www.ssvt.org/home/UpcomingEvents.asp
Questions? Contact: Mythili Bachu of UHJT at 301.526.5135; Chandra Sekaran of SSVT at 301.424.4534; or Alok Srivastava of
Rajdhani Mandir at 571.276.4066

